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Our ability to synthesize, control and detect electromagnetic fields across the spectrum in integrated chip-scale 
technologies have followed a quasi-Moore law allowing us access over a spectrum orders of magnitude larger than we 
have had at any point in time.  In future, as sensing and communication converges across this enormous EM spectrum 
potentially shared among trillions of devices, enabling a seamless co-existence will require these participating devices to 
be able to sense available resources, make intelligent decisions and reconfigure accordingly. 
  
In this talk, I will focus on how a co-design approach connecting circuits, EM and systems can result in fundamentally new 
architectures and methodologies across mm-Wave-to-THz-optics. In the mm-Wave and THz frequencies, the chip 
dimension becomes comparable to the order of the wavelengths leading to interesting radiating and scattering 
properties. Exploiting this, I will present a single chip THz spectroscope across 30-350 GHz that eliminates the classical 
spectrum analysis architecture including complex LO sources tunable across GHz-THz, mixers, amplifiers and reduces the 
entire receiver with a single on-chip  scatterer and near-field detectors. I will also present a multi-port mm-Wave 
transmitter design that exploits a network synthesis approach to enable a frequency programmable architecture that can 
efficiently address the widely disjoined mm-Wave spectrum for future 5G networks and beyond. 
  
At optical frequencies, where the wavelength becomes comparable to the smallest lithographic features in silicon, I will 
provide example on how metal-light interactions with sub-wavelength metal interconnect layers embedded in modern-
day silicon processes can be exploited to enable complex multi-functional nano-optical components in the visible range. I 
will the first demonstration of nano-plasmonic components in CMOS and present examples of integrated optical SOCs 
such a optics-free single chip fluorescence-based bio-molecular sensor array, single-chip optical spectrometer in the 
visible range and an all-optical physically unclonable function in CMOS. 
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